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I N T R O D U C T I O N

A s inflation decelerated in July, gas prices, airfares, lodging costs 
and rental car fees fell, and consumers responded accordingly.1 
This month’s PYMNTS research found that 18% of consumers used 
online services to book summer travel, the greatest share we have 
measured to date.

PYMNTS’ data also suggests that this spirit of travel led consumers to change their 
food shopping habits. Only 83% of consumers made grocery purchases from a retail 
grocery in our survey, down from 87% in the previous month. While part of this de-
crease may well be due to summer travel, there may be another reason — a shift 
toward less costly restaurants and fast-food alternatives. Our research found that in 
July, millennials and bridge millennials actually increased their visits to restaurants. 
While year-over-year grocery prices rose by 12%, full-service restaurant costs rose by 
just 7.7%, and costs at limited menu restaurants — a group that includes fast food 
restaurants — rose by only 7.2%.2

As the cost of dining out increased less than the cost of cooking meals at home — 
and as it may continue to do so, especially given the USDA’s sharp predicted upticks 
in more costly proteins such as meats — millennials and bridge millennials may con-
tinue to take refuge from rising costs by purchasing fast, cheap meals.3

Digital Economy Payments: Consumers Buy Into Food Bargains examines consumer 
shopping behaviors in the grocery, restaurant and travel segments. We surveyed a 
census-balanced panel of 2,669 U.S. consumers between July 8 and July 18 to look 
at the ways consumers are saving and spending their dollars as the economy faces 
continuing uncertainty.

This is what we learned. 

1 Author unknown. Consumer Price Index Summary. The Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2022. https://www.bls.gov/news.release/cpi.nr0.htm. Accessed 
August 2022.

2 Author unknown. Menu prices. The National Restaurant Association. 2022. https://restaurant.org/research-and-media/research/economists- 
notebook/economic-indicators/menu-prices/. Accessed August 2022.

3 Author unknown. Food Price Outlook 2022. USDA. 2022. https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-price-outlook/summary-findings/.  
Accessed August 2022.
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Fewer consumers purchased from  
grocers in July, likely due to shifts  

in grocery prices and summer travel.

Only 83% of consumers reported purchasing grocery products in the 
last 30 days. Though that could suggest a sizable pullback in grocery 
spending, the average grocery purchase was $96, which was similar 
to spending levels maintained over previous months. The drop in the 
share of consumers making grocery purchases was especially prom-
inent among Generation Z consumers, of whom just 52% shopped 
for groceries. This may indicate that the youngest consumers are va-
cationing with their families, living at home during school break or 
attending summer camps, summer school or other activities where 
food is provided.
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Consumers are doing more bargain  
shopping for groceries but not increasing  

their overall spending.

PYMNTS’ data shows that value-minded consumers may be chang-
ing their grocery shopping habits to stretch their dollars. Though the 
average amount spent per purchase did not rise, 24% of consumers 
made more than six grocery purchases in July, with 12% of higher 
income earners visiting stores more than 10 times. This suggests that 
these consumers are making many small purchases, likely items that 
are on sale at specific locations. Consumers with lower incomes 
traveled to stores less frequently, perhaps limited by time and other 
resources, with only 5.8% of low-income consumers making more 
than 10 grocery purchases.
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High-income shoppers may be  
shifting their food budgets toward  

creative ways to eat at home.

Higher-income earners now buy more prepared food and fresh meat 
and vegetables than other groups, according to PYMNTS’ data. Forty- 
two percent of consumers with high incomes purchased prepared 
food when most recently buying groceries, and 77% of high-income 
consumers purchased fresh meat or vegetables. Each figure leads 
all income brackets. These consumers may be continuing the home 
cooking trend that began during the pandemic with a value-minded 
twist: Comparison shopping for lower-priced groceries can add up to 
more savings, and using prepared foods allows home cooks to add 
ready-made proteins and sides to recipes, sometimes at less expense.  

The higher share of affluent consumers purchasing prepared foods in 
July along with fresh meats and vegetables may reflect the resources 
of both the high-income earners and their communities. Individuals 
living paycheck to paycheck or with low incomes often have fewer 
grocery store choices, limited access to fresh meat and vegetables at 
their local stores and limited funds.4

4 Wright, A. Interactive Tool Maps Foods Deserts, Provides Key Data. USDA. 2021. https://www.usda.gov/media/
blog/2011/05/03/interactive-web-tool-maps-food-deserts-provides-key-data.  Accessed August 2022.

https://www.usda.gov/media/blog/2011/05/03/interactive-web-tool-maps-food-deserts-provides-key-data
https://www.usda.gov/media/blog/2011/05/03/interactive-web-tool-maps-food-deserts-provides-key-data
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While most consumers pulled back from  
restaurant spending in general, millennials  

and bridge millennials were more likely  
to buy food from restaurants.

Consumers bought less food in restaurants when compared to the 
previous month, with the share of consumers spending in restaurants 
dropping from 72% to 70%. However, the share of bridge millennials 
who made restaurant purchases increased from 72% in June to 74% in 
July, as did the percentage of millennials who did so, rising from 71% 
to 72%. Many millennials and bridge millennials are also parents, and 
we suspect they may be spending more in restaurants to feed Gen 
Z or Generation Alpha children at home for summer vacation. They 
may also be responding to the fact that restaurant prices, especially 
limited menu or fast-food service prices, rose at a much slower rate 
than grocery prices, meaning restaurants may prove an affordable and 
convenient option.5

5 Author unknown. Menu prices. National Restaurant Association. 2022. https://restaurant.org/research-and-media/
research/economists-notebook/economic-indicators/menu-prices/. Accessed August 2022.

https://restaurant.org/research-and-media/research/economists-notebook/economic-indicators/menu-prices/
https://restaurant.org/research-and-media/research/economists-notebook/economic-indicators/menu-prices/
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High-income earners are investing  
in travel experiences at historic rates.

Baby boomers and seniors, along with members of Gen Z and 
Generation X, are leading in online travel service engagement, and 
higher-income earners are traveling in record numbers. While 20% 
of overall consumers purchased travel services in July, 32% of high- 
income consumers made travel purchases, representing an all-time 
high. Our data also shows that consumers who live paycheck to pay-
check are more likely to purchase their travel services in-store. 

Online travel purchases are becoming the norm for the oldest and 
youngest generations: 80% of baby boomers and seniors made their 
travel services purchases online, as did 87% of Gen X and 89% of Gen 
Z consumers. Just 78% of millennials and 75% of bridge millennials 
purchased their travel services online. Our data shows that over time, 
just as with many industries in our connected economy, more travel 
purchases are happening online and fewer are occurring in-store.
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M E T H O D O L O G Y

D igital Economy Payments: Consumers Buy Into Food Bargains 
was conducted between July 8 and July 18. Findings were 
based on 2,669 responses from a census-balanced group of 
respondents who were asked about their spending habits and 
preferences during the past 12 months.

Digital Economy Payments: Consumers Buy Into Food Bargains may be updated periodically. 
While reasonable efforts are made to keep the content accurate and up to date, PYMNTS.COM: 
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING 
THE CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, ADEQUACY, OR RELIABILITY OF OR THE USE 
OF OR RESULTS THAT MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE USE OF THE INFORMATION OR THAT THE 
CONTENT WILL SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS. THE CONTENT IS PROVID-
ED “AS IS” AND ON AN “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE 
CONTENT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. PYMNTS.COM SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY INTERRUP-
TIONS IN THE CONTENT THAT IS PROVIDED AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO 
THE CONTENT, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT AND TITLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT 
ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, AND, IN SUCH CASES, THE STATED EXCLU-
SIONS DO NOT APPLY. PYMNTS.COM RESERVES THE RIGHT AND SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE SHOULD 
IT EXERCISE ITS RIGHT TO MODIFY, INTERRUPT, OR DISCONTINUE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE 
CONTENT OR ANY COMPONENT OF IT WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE. 

PYMNTS.COM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND, IN PARTICULAR, 
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, 
OR DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE, OR LOSS OF USE, ARISING OUT OF OR 
RELATED TO THE CONTENT, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARISE IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, 
UNDER STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT LAW, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF PYMNTS.COM HAS BEEN ADVISED 
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND IN SUCH CASES SOME OF THE ABOVE LIMITA-
TIONS DO NOT APPLY. THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS ARE PROVIDED BY PYMNTS.
COM AND ITS PARENTS, AFFILIATED AND RELATED COMPANIES, CONTRACTORS, AND SPON-
SORS, AND EACH OF ITS RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, 
CONTENT COMPONENT PROVIDERS, LICENSORS, AND ADVISERS. 

Components of the content original to and the compilation produced by PYMNTS.COM is the 
property of PYMNTS.COM and cannot be reproduced without its prior written permission. 
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